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WORK ITEM Description/Comments 

WDP: Bug Fix-- Fixed 6597 to use the most 
recent sSEPA, so the error only throws as it 
should. 

Error 6597 wasn’t looking at the most recent 
sSEPA, so it was throwing incorrectly for 
records. This now looks to the most recent 
sSEPA and will only throw when it should. 

WDP: Bug Fix-- All districts’ TFS and Oct. 1 count 
calculations should be running properly. 

Certain districts were having issues with student 
count calculations. The bug is fixed, and now all 
district count calculations are functioning. 

WDP: All agencies should now be able to view 
other agency contacts. 

The Agency Contacts screen was not populating 
contacts for some agencies, but now it is 
corrected and shows all agency contacts. 

ARM: Bug Fix-- Users can save a FAPE district 
without entering FAPE Responsible school.  

ARM users couldn’t save a FAPE Responsible 
school district without entering a FAPE 
Responsible school, but this is fixed now. 

ARM: Bug Fix-- ARM now works for all CESAs. CESA 5 was getting an error when trying to 
change agencies in the ARM, but this bug is 
resolved. 

WDP: Bug Fix-- Error 6469: Overlap of 
Enrollments throws appropriately now. 

Error 6469 wasn’t throwing when it should have 
been because it wasn’t looking at null exit dates, 
but now it will display as expected. 

WDP: Bug Fix-- Error 6499: Credential Type not 
Expected throws appropriately now. 

Error 6499 was throwing errors incorrectly 
about student academic records, but this has 
been fixed. The long error message text has 
been modified to better explain how to fix this 
error. 

API: When WISEids have been merged, the 
system will check for the correct WISEid. 

For WISEids that were merged, you will now see 
the correct WISEid and know if you enter the 
incorrect one of the merged IDs. 

EdCred: API clients under a DPI application were 
moved to the correct vendor/application. 

Certain API clients had the incorrect vendor or 
applications attached, so this has been resolved 
to move the clients to the correct vendor/app. 

WDP: Data Statistics modifications were made 
in WDP to account for additional scenarios. 

Data Statistics modifications were made in WDP 
to account for additional scenarios. 



* Note: Good progress was made on manual 
validation functionality and API Roster 
development 

 

 


